The A
Aut
utolab
olab

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A fully operational Duckietown
Results: A working Autolab
1) The Big Pictur
Picturee

✎

The goal of an Autolab is to create a human free, automated environment for Duckiebots. This requires a bit more than just a standard Duckietown to work.
An Autolab can serve different purposes. It is used for research on the Duckietown
platform, and is also being used to organize the embodied challenges of AIDO.
The aim of this book is to present:
• a set of instructions (labeled BUILDING) on how to build an Autolab to current
specifications
• a set of instructions (labeled DEMO) on how to run the Autolab functions or
demos
• a set of guides (labeled SOFTWARE) to the different pieces of software that are
used and are under development
2) Sections

✎

In each of the following sections you will find the BUILDING, the DEMO and the
SOFTWARE pages.
You can find the up-to-date status of each page of the book at the top-right of the
page, that will change as we write them down. Please only refer to those marked as
either BETA or READY.
• Part A - Autolab definition : The precise definition of an Autolab
• Part B - Autolab minimum requirements : The set of instructions to setup the minimal working environment
• Part C - Auto charging : The set of instructions to build and operate an autocharging station
• Part E - Localization System : The set of instruction to build and operate the localization system
• Part F - Autolab operation manual : The set of instructions to operate the whole
Autolab
Not
ote:
e: Autolabs are currently under development. The naming is not fixed yet, and
so the terms “Robotarium” and “Autolab” may have been used interchangeably.
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Aut
utolab
olab def
definition
inition

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A Duckietown up to specifications from the Duckietown book.
Results: Knowledge of the fundamental structures that make an Autolab.
Next: Building the autocharging area.
An Autolab is a Duckietown with a set of additional structures:
• A map
• A fleet of Autobots*
• A maintenance area
• A localization system
• An Autolab operation server
*The Duckiebots that are used inside an Autolab are called Autobots and rely on
additional specifications.
3) The Map

✎

For an Autolab to work, a precise map is needed. This part is handled in Unit B-3
- BUILDING - Autolab map
4) The fleet of A
Aut
utobots
obots

✎

An Autolab is nothing without its fleet of Autobots. The Autobots are Duckiebots
improved with different parts, mainly for autocharging and localization. They also
follow a strict procedure of calibration, and we keep a log of all events that happen
throughout the life of an Autobot. This is the role of the fleet roster.
5) The maint
maintenance
enance ar
area
ea

✎

The maintenance area is an area that is designed to include the activities of an Autolab which are not related to the self-driving goals of Duckietown.
Right now, it is only comprised of the auto-charging area, but could be extended to
include, say:
• A parking lot
• An auto-calibration arena
It is accessible via a single entry point (see Figure 0.2).
This area is critical to the full automation of the Autolab, because it will allow for
the Autobots to go around indefinitely and recharge themselves, without any human intervention.
6) The localization syst
system
em

✎

The localization system is comprised of a set of watchtowers distributed in the city
and a server to process the data and extract poses of all Autobots. The stream of

AUTOLAB
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images from watchtowers also finds use in many other projects than localization
system.
7) The A
Aut
utolab
olab oper
operation
ation serv
server
er

✎

The Autolab operation server, described in the autolab operation manual and currently under development, is and will be the human interface to control the high
level functions of the Autolab, to monitor its status and activity, and to launch experiments.

Figure 0.2. Sample map for an Autolab

Keyw
eywor
ords
ds: robotics, Autolab, auto-charging, charging, maintenance
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olab minimum rrequir
equirements
ements

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A Duckietown up to specifications from the duckietown book.
Results: Your software environment is setup.
Next: Learn about Autobot specifications.
8) Pr
Prer
erequisit
equisitee rrecommendation
ecommendation

✎

If you are building an Autolab, you are a committed developer of Duckietown. We
strongly recommend using Ubuntu 18.04. To set up the computer, follow the instructions here.
We suggest that your workflow for software should follow the standard one, using
dt-env-developer. This is a meta repository that aggregates, with the myrepos
tool, the different repositories of code that developers use daily. To set it up, follow
the README instructions. The rest of this book will assume that you set it up this
way, but you could also clone each individual repository on its own and use it as
usual.
9) The sections

✎

• Unit B-1 - BUILDING - Autobot specifications: Fantastic Autobots and how to
build them. - TODO
• Unit B-2 - BUILDING - Autolab fleet roster: Handling the fleet of Autobots. TODO
• Unit B-3 - BUILDING - Autolab map: Creating and managing the map of your
Autolab. - TODO

UNIT B-1

BUILDING - A
Aut
utobot
obot specif
specifications
ications

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps here

1.1. Flashing the aut
autobots
obots

✎

For a functional autolab, we strongly recommend using names of the type :
• autobotXX (with XX starting at 01)
The autobot part can be changed, but the numbers at the end make the whole
autolab code easier to use and maintain.
To flash the autobots sd cards, follow the instructions here.

1.2. Adding har
hardw
dwar
aree ttoo the bot

✎

1) For aut
autocharging
ocharging

✎

Follow instructions here.
2) For localization

✎
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UNIT B-2

BUILDING - A
Aut
utolab
olab fleet rrost
oster
er
Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps here

✎

UNIT B-3

BUILDING - A
Aut
utolab
olab map

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: The city layout is fixed and ready.
Results: The city layout is transcribed in duckietown-world, to be used for
visualization tools, for localization and much more.
Next: todo
In the following chapters of the book, there are many uses to a software defined
map of your Autolab. It is for instance required for a working localization
pipeline.
Warning: this part is in chapter B for structural design of the documentation.
However, in Part C - Auto charging you will probably modify the layout of your
city. We strongly recommend to do it first then come back here once the map
is fixed (to avoid having to do it again).

3.1. Set
Setting
ting up duckiet
duckietown-w
own-world
orld

✎

1) Cr
Creating
eating a virtual en
envir
vironment
onment for python3

✎

We recommend that you create a virtual environment for duckietown-world.
Here is one possible method, but you can use whichever you prefer.
Not
ote:
e: duckietown-world currently needs python3.6 or higher.
First, install venv:
$ sudo apt install -y python3-venv

Then, cd into your duckietown-world repository (it should be in the
of dt-env-developer ), and create the venv.

src

folder

$ cd ~/dt-env-developer/src/duckietown-world
$ python3.6 -m venv duckietown-world-venv
$ source duckietown-world-venv/bin/activate

Warning: if you create the venv as suggested inside duckietown-world, be
very careful not to add it to your git commits.
Not
ote:
e: to get out of the virtual environment, just run deactivate
2) Pip setup of duckiet
duckietown-w
own-world
orld

✎

Now, you can setup duckietown-world. Inside of the virtual environment (you
should see “(duckietown-worl-venv)” in front of your prompt line), please run:
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$
$
$
$

python3
python3
python3
python3

MAP

-m pip install --upgrade pip
-m pip install -r requirements.txt
-m pip install jupyter
setup.py develop --no-deps

3.2. Using duckiet
duckietown-w
own-world
orld ttoo cr
creat
eatee yyour
our map

✎

The best way to create a map is to do it interactively with the notebook.
Still in duckietown-world with your virtual environment, run
$ jupyter notebook

Warning: Please make sure it opens with some other browser than Firefox,
which has a known bug with visuals of maps. Chrome works fine.
Now, navigate to notebooks and open 30-DuckietownWorld-maps . You can run
each step in order to get familiar with the code functions.
Once you get to the Creating new maps section, you can happily start creating
your map. In the section below it is all the tile names and representation to help
you.
You can add your map line by line, until satisfied with the result. Once this is
done:
• Adjust the tile size parameter. The size is the interior to exterior size (on most
tiles it is 0.585 meters).
• Create, in duckietown-world/src/duckietown_world/data/gd1/maps , a new
map with your name (eg autolab-ETHZ-01.yaml ).
• Copy the working map description that you just created in there.
• Check that you haves the tiles and the tile-size.
Now, in the root of duckietown-world, run
$ dt-world-draw-maps NEW_MAP_NAME

This should generate a new folder name after your map in out-draw_maps . You
can now move this folder to the visualization/maps/ folder.

3.3. Verif
erification
ication

✎

If you now go back to the notebook and run the line that lists all maps, you
should find yours in the list.

3.4. Commit
Committing
ting
Now that the map is ready, you can commit :
• the map in duckietown-world/src/duckietown_world/data/gd1/maps
• the generated folder is visualization/maps/

✎

BUILDING - AUTOLAB

MAP
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Warning: again, please do not commit any virtual environment.
If you don’t have push rights to the main branch, you can open a pull request
and notify the developers team.
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Aut
utoo charging
0.5. Purpose

✎

✎

Duckiebots have a limited battery capacity. Therefore to create a fully autonomous
Duckietown, a charging station is a crucial part. This chapter describes how to setup
and operate a charging area. It is highly recommended to have a 3D-printer available
in order to tune the flexibility of some parts - if this is not the case, URLs for ordering
the parts are provided.
Below you may see a video of the expected result:

Figure 0.2. Expected results.

Please keep in mind that this solution is still not perfect - in Unit C-14 - Future projects, you find the issues which should be solved next.
Keyw
eywor
ords
ds: robotics, megacity, Autolab, auto-charging, charging, maintenance

UNIT C-1

Def
Definitions
initions
1.1. Maint
Maintenance
enance ar
area
ea

✎

✎

The actual Duckietown city and the charging and calibration area are strictly separated by a single road. Every tile which purpose is the servicing of Duckiebots
is part of the maintenance area. This includes every intersection and road which
guides the Duckiebot from the maintenance entrance to a charging module and
back.

1.2. Charging ar
area
ea

✎

A charging area is the combination of multiple charging modules (Section 1.8
- Charging module) and intersections, straights and curves which connect the
charging modules to the maintenance entrance. Figure 1.10 shows a charging
area.
Inside a charging module, Duckiebots drive in a charger (Section 1.9 - Charger)
and charge their battery by making contact between the attached current collector
(Section 1.3 - Current collector) and the above mounted charging rails (Section 1.4
- Charging rail).

1.3. Curr
Current
ent collect
collector
or

✎

The current collector Figure 8.10 is a flexible shaft mounted on top of a Duckiebot.
Its purpose is to make contact with the charging rails.

Figure 1.2. A Duckiebot with a current collector.
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1.4. Charging rrail
ail

✎

A charging rail is a brass tube mounted over a Duckietown with the help of high
voltage poles (Section 1.5 - High voltage pole).

Figure 1.4. A brasstube.

1.5. High vvoltag
oltagee pole

✎

The purpose of the high voltage pole is to mount the charging rails over the street.

Figure 1.6. A high voltage pole.

1.6. Insulat
Insulator
or
The insulator connects the charging rails to a overhanging structure.

Figure 1.8. An insulator.

✎

DEFINITIONS

1.7. Charging rrail
ail tiles
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✎

Charging rail tiles are tiles with charging rails. Duckiebots can charge in both directions. Each charging rail tile has brass rails. See Figure 1.10.

1.8. Charging module

✎

A charging module describes the combination of a charging rail and all connected
straights and curves up to the next intersection. See Figure 1.10.

1.9. Charg
Charger
er

✎

A charger describes one single lane of a charging module. See Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10. conventions

1.10. Maint
Maintenance
enance Int
Intersection
ersection

✎

The maintenance intersection is a 3-way intersection. A direction on the maintenance intersection leads either to a charging intersection (in case of module 2) or
to a subset of chargers (in case of Module 1). See Figure 1.12

1.11. Charg
Charger
er Int
Intersection
ersection

✎

A charger intersection is a 3-way intersection where the charger entrances and exits of seperate chargers meet. See Figure 1.12

1.12. Charging Manag
Manager
er

✎

A charging manager is basically a watchtower with a traffic light. Its task is to tell
Duckiebots to which charger they should drive in. The charging manager must be
allocated on the maintenance intersection. See Figure 1.12

1.13. Doork
Doorkeeper
eeper

✎

A doorkeeper is a watchtower that detects which charger a Duckiebot entered or
exited. It must be allocated on the charging intersection. See Figure 1.12
Below you can find the definitions of maintenance intersection and charger inter-
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sections. You can also see also an example of the placement of charging manager
and doorkeepers. See Figure 1.12

Figure 1.12. Definitions of Intersections and Placement of Charging Manager and Doorkeepers for
Module 2

UNIT C-2

Infr
Infrastructur
astructuree of Maint
Maintenance
enance Ar
Area
ea

✎

This part contains the steps to plan and build a maintenance area.
Before starting, here is a general schematic view of a maintenance area for module
1 and module 2.

(b)
Figure 2.2. Module 1

(d) Module 2
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UNIT C-3

Plan yyour
our maint
maintenance
enance ar
area
ea

✎

We highly recommend that the maintenance area fulfills the specifications of
Duckietown.
Charging modules are scalable structures. Under good light conditions, roughly
Duckiebots fit in one tile. To ensure robustness, multiple charging modules should
be used - that way, if a Duckiebot gets stuck for any reason, the affected charging
module can be closed while all others can still be used.

3.1. Decide how man
manyy Duckiebots need ttoo ffit
it

✎

Charging of a Duckiebot takes roughly the same time as discharging it. However,
currently there is no way to park Duckiebots. Therefore it is recommended to be
able to fit every Duckiebot inside the charging area.

3.2. Calculat
Calculatee the amount of charging rrail
ail tiles

✎

3.3. Plan the charging ar
area
ea

✎

In betw
between
een an int
intersection
ersection and a charging rrail
ail tile, ther
theree needs ttoo be at least one
str
straight.
aight. This restriction comes from the fact that the current collector may not
touch a charging rail while traversing through an intersection to avoid additional
disturbances.

Figure 3.2. An example charging area which fulfills the specifications. This charging area can fit
Duckiebots.

The charging area in Figure 3.2 fulfills the specifications and has four chargers

PLAN

YOUR MAINTENANCE AREA
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(two per module).

3.4. Calculat
Calculatee the amount of pow
power
er supplies

✎

The charging current of a Duckiebot is approximately 2Amps at 5V. By using a
5v30A power supply, you are able to charge 15 Duckiebots. However, we recommend to use one power supply per charger. That way, you may use shorter cables
and therefore have less voltage drop.
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UNIT C-4

Charging module

✎

For the construction of a charging module, you have many degrees of freedom.
This includes the choice of material of the wooden structure (may be metal as
well), the type of connection between the structure elements (screws, glue, nails),
the length of the cables and many more.
However, the following requirements need to be satisfied:
• Insulators need to be mounted
above tiles (Figure 4.8) for optimal pressure between current collector and charging rails
• Insulators need to be centered with respect to a lane to obtain good contact in
center of lane
• There must be at least
in between the white lines and the pylons to provide enough space to drive in a lane
• Enough high voltge poles (one per tile) must be used to provide a stable charger
In the following, you find the description on how we did it in Zurich.
Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Material for one charging module Section 4.1 - Material for one
charging module
Requir
equires:
es: Extra tools for assembling Section 4.2 - Extra tools
Results: A charging module for charging Duckiebots Figure 4.2.
Next: Assembly a charging capable Duckiebot with a current collector Unit
C-8 - Current collector.

Figure 4.2. A resulting charging module during operation.

CHARGING
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4.1. Mat
Material
erial for one charging module

✎

In this list, will denote the number of charging rail tiles in a charging module.
Reminder: One charging rail tile can fit Duckiebots ( per lane).
•

brass rod Ø

•

, length (

)

wooden structure top piece (

)

•

wooden structure side piece (

•

wooden structure floor piece (

•

woodscrew for high voltage pole, i.e. screw Ø

•

screw

•

insulator - self-print here or order here

• Drill Ø
•

•

cable-end-sleeve
cable shoes M4 Ø

²

M4 screw 10mm and M4 Nut

• Ø

red cable

• Ø

black cable

•

nuts

power supply which enables you to drive 5V and 30Amps
power cable

•

)

and Ø

•

•

and

)

laboratory plug CAT I Ø4mm

4.2. Extr
Extraa ttools
ools

✎

In order to put things together you may need the following extra tools:
• crimping tool
• wire stripper
• hot glue gun
• solder iron and solder
• drill
• screw driver

4.3. Building a charging module

✎

1) Assemble the w
wooden
ooden structur
structuree

✎

Assemble the wooden structure as in Figure 4.4. This part may differ from our
reference part. The important and neccessary specifications are: (i) the structure
must be larger than one tile such that a road (with margins on both sides) may fit
underneath and (ii) the space between the tile and the bottom part of the crossbar
must be exactly 21cm (see Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.4. An assembled wodden structure.

2) Pr
Prepar
eparee for mounting the insulat
insulators
ors

✎

Make sure you have the parts ready seen in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6. Parts needed to prepare and assemble a high voltage pole.

3) Drill the holes

✎

Drill 3mm holes such that the insulators will be centered after mounting, seen in
Figure 4.8

CHARGING

MODULE
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Figure 4.8. 2D sketch of a high voltage pole.

The 6mm holes (depth roughly 5mm) are optional and act as a hideout for the
screw heads. The resulting holes should look like Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10. Drilled holes.

4) Mount the insulat
insulator
or
Mount the insulator 3D prints as seen in Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.14.

✎
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Figure 4.12. The assembled insulator.

Figure 4.14. How the screw head is hidden.

5) Fix the high vvoltag
oltagee poles ttoo tiles

✎

Use double-sided tape to mount the high voltage poles to the tiles (Figure 4.16).
Make sure that the high voltage poles are aligned throughout the whole charging
module.
Optional: you could also use hot glue instead of double-sided tape.
6) Bend br
brass
ass rrails
ails and mount them

✎

Bend the charging rails 5cm on both sides (in the same direction) to ensure that
Duckiebots do not get stuck when arriving at the charging rail tiles (Figure 4.16).

CHARGING

MODULE
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Then, clip the brass rails into the insulators.

Figure 4.16. Glued high voltage poles with clipped in charging rails.

7) Solder labor
laborat
atory
ory plugs

✎

Strip the insulation of the four red and four black cables on both sides with a wire
stripper off. Then solder four red and four black cables each to a laboratory plug as
seen in Figure 4.18. These cables should be approximately 20-25cm long.
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Figure 4.18. Soldered laboratory plugs to the cables.

8) Attach cable shoes

✎

In order to crimp a cable shoe onto a cable, you need the following things which
you can see in Figure 4.20.

CHARGING
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MODULE

Figure 4.20. Crimping tool with a cable and a cable shoe M4 Ø

²

.

First put the cable shoe onto the uninsulated cable such that it looks as in Figure
4.22. Then take the crimping tool, put the cable inside the yellow hole and press
the cable shoe on it.
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Figure 4.22. Crimped cable with a cable shoe.

9) Connect the cable ttoo the pow
power
er supply

✎

² with a crimping tool on the other side of these
Mount a cable shoe Ø
cables you have soldered. Then connect two red and two black cables respectively
together with another cable shoe with a M4 screw and a M4 nut as seen in Figure
4.24. Then connect to the third cable shoe the corresponding red/black cable
which will go towards the power supply. This third cable should be long enough to
reach the power supply. Also attach to the end of the third cable a cable shoe.

CHARGING

MODULE
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Figure 4.24. Connection of the cables to the rails.

10) Plug the solder
soldered
ed labor
laborat
atory
ory plug cable ttoo the br
brass
ass rrail
ail

✎

Connect the laboratory plugs to the bended ends of the charging rails as seen in
Figure 4.26. The cables of the brass rods must be polarized as seen in Figure 4.28.
Make sure that you connect the four rods on the left to one power supply and another four rods on the right to the other power supply.

Figure 4.26. Connection between cables of power supply and charging rails.
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Figure 4.28. The polarities of the brass rods.

11) Pr
Prepar
eparee the pow
power
er cable for the pow
power
er supply

✎

Take the power cable Figure 4.30 and strip the isolation off. Then attach a cableend-sleeve with the crimping tool as seen in Figure 4.32. Then connect the prepared cable to the power supply exactly as it is shown in Figure 4.34.
Note: It is important that gr
ground,
ound, phase and neutr
neutral
al phase is connect
connected
ed the right
way, so the colors need ttoo mat
match
ch.

Figure 4.30. A power cable.

CHARGING

MODULE
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Figure 4.32. One end of the power cable before and after.

Figure 4.34. Attached power cable to the power supply.

12) Attach ttoo pow
power
er sour
source
ce

✎

Connect the power supply to the rails. Red cable to V+ and black cable to V- as
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shown in Figure 4.36. Make also a connection between the two power supplies
ground, in order to have a common ground.

Figure 4.36. The connected power supply.

13) Adjust the output vvoltag
oltagee of the pow
power
er sour
source
ce

✎

Turn on the power supply by plugging in the power cable. There is a voltage regulator - the plastic screw - (see Figure 4.36) next to the V+ connection - there you
can adjust the voltage. Take a screw driver and a multimeter and measure the Voltage across V+ and V-. The Voltage should be adjusted to 5.5V.
14) Test yyour
our setup

✎

Place an assemblied Duckiebot Figure 8.22 which is capable of charging underneath the charging rails, turn on the power supplies and see if the battery is going
to charge.

UNIT C-5

Building a maint
maintenance
enance ar
area
ea

✎

Figure 5.2. A complete maintenance area.

Next, please build the whole maintenance area.

5.1. Put ttog
ogether
ether all tiles

✎

Respect the constraints of Duckietown.

5.2. Add April tags for ev
every
ery int
intersection
ersection

✎

Not
otee down all the tag IDs and their positions in your maintenance area - you will
need them later on to define your map in the software.

5.3. Add a rred
ed line and a STOP april tag aft
after
er each charg
charger
er

✎

Directly at the beginning of the next tile after a charger, add a red line Figure 5.4.
This red line and the stop tag is used to determine whether a Duckiebot is the first
in a charger or not.

5.4. Place a tr
traff
affic
ic light on the maint
maintenance
enance int
intersection
ersection

✎
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This traffic light will serve as the charging manager.

5.5. Place w
wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers on charg
charger
er int
intersections
ersections
Make sure that the intersection is under the scope of the camera

Figure 5.4. The red line after a charger.

✎

UNIT C-6

Setup of R
Refer
eference
ence T
Tags
ags

✎

(First, we seperate the apriltags that are only used for charger management with
the normal ground apriltags and we call them reference tags.)
This part helps you to place reference tags on the intersections they are needed.
They are used for detecting Duckiebots on an intersection. For module 1 the charging manager will be detecting Duckiebots, so you have to place the reference tags
on the maintenance intersection following the instructions below.
For module 2 Duckiebots are detected on the charger intersections by the doorkeepers from the apriltag on their apriltag plate, so you must place the reference
tags on the charger intersections following the instructions below.

6.1. St
Steps
eps

✎

1. Take 4 apriltags and place them on the intersection they are needed. Note
down the apriltag IDs you are using.
2. Allocate the watchtowers on the edge to the intersection in order to let it see
all 3 directions: entrance/exit to the intersection and two directions to two seperate chargers.
3. In Step 2 we will start the CSLAM container.
If you are using module 1, the charging manager will be responsible for apriltag
detection. Therefore, you have to run the CSLAM container on charging manager.
If you are using module 2, the doorkeepers will be responsible for detecting apriltags. Hence, CSLAM container must be started on doorkeepers and not on the
charging manager.
Use the following command line to run the CSLAM container
0) Clone the github repository for CSLAM:
$ git clone https://github.com/duckietown/duckietown-cslam.git
lapotp $ cd duckietown-cslam/scripts

1) Open the file watchtowers_setup.sh . In the file set the ROS_MASTER_HOSTNAME and ROS_MASTER_IP to charging manager’s hostname and IP (for module 1) or doorkeeper’s hostname and IP (for module 2). Change the array to the
hostname. An example:
ROS_MASTER_HOSTNAME=watchtower22
ROS_MASTER_IP=192.168.1.176
array=(watchtower22)

Now change the image tag on the last line to autocharge. The last command in the
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file should be like this:
docker -H ${array[$index]}.local

run -d \
--name cslam-acquisition \
--restart always \
--network=host \
-e ACQ_DEVICE_MODE=live \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_DE-

VICE=${array[$index]} \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_DEVICE_IP=127.0.0.1 \
-e ACQ_SERVER_MODE=live \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_SERVER=${ROS_MASTER_HOSTNAME} \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_SERVER_IP=${ROS_MASTER_IP} \
-e ACQ_DEVICE_NAME=${array[$index]} \
-e ACQ_BEAUTIFY=1 \
-e ACQ_STATIONARY_ODOMETRY=0 \
-e ACQ_ODOMETRY_UPDATE_RATE=0
\
-e ACQ_POSES_UPDATE_RATE=15 \
-e ACQ_TEST_STREAM=1 \
-e ACQ_TOPIC_VELOCITY_TO_POSE=velocity_to_pose_node/pose \
-e ACQ_TOPIC_RAW=camera_node/
image/compressed \
-e ACQ_APRILTAG_QUAD_DECIMATE=2.0 \
duckietown/cslam-acquisition:autocharge || echo "ERROR: Starting cslam-acquisition on ${array[$index]} failed. Probably this watchtower wasn't configured properly or we can't connect via the network."

2) Run the script
$ source watchtowers-setup.sh

After starting the container, make sure it is running. You have to see logs in
CSLAM container as following:
...
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
...

Published
Published
Published
Published

pose
pose
pose
pose

for
for
for
for

tag
tag
tag
tag

327
334
360
327

in
in
in
in

sequence
sequence
sequence
sequence
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3) Now you are going build and run containers which are responsible to interpret
the apriltag poses of duckiebots. In order to do that, use the commands:
For module 1:
$ git clone https://github.com/alifahriander/charging_manager_module1.git
$ cd charging_manager_module1/docker

For module 2:
$ git clone https://github.com/alifahriander/doorkeeper.git
$ cd doorkeeper/docker

In the docker directory you find a YAML file. There you can find the parameters
relevant for charging manager or doorkeeper. You have to change the following
parameters:
direction1
direction2
direction1_tag
direction2_tag
entrance
exit
Now it is explained how these parameters are defined.

Figure 6.2. View from doorkeeper on charger intersection

In the picture above you can see that the lane on the right side is defined as direction 1 and on the lower left side as direction 2. Define to which charger the direction leads. For example in our case direction 1 leads to charger 2 and direction 2
leads to charger 4. Therefore, according to this picture we have to define direction1
as 2 and direction2 as 4
Then, choose apriltags under the scope of camera in order to assign them as refer-
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ence tags, for example in this picture the reference tags are selected as following:
*
*
*
*

entrance tag : 374
exit tag : 238
direction1_tag : 361
direction2_tag : 347

If you want to see which apriltags your camera sees, use these command lines:
$ dts start_gui_tools HOSTNAME
container $ echo " HOST_IP HOSTNAME " >> /etc/hosts
container $ rqt_image_view

Then select the topic /poses_acquisition/test_video/HOSTNAME/compressed
Select the apriltags such that every selected apriltag represents one direction as in
the picture above. If it is necessary to choose traffic sign apriltags, you may select
them as reference tags.
Type in the parameters to the YAML file.
Now you have to build, push and run the container
$ docker build --rm -f "Dockerfile" -t IMAGE_NAME
$ docker push IMAGE_NAME
$ docker -H HOSTNAME.local pull IMAGE_NAME
$ docker -H hostname.local run -it --net host --memory="800m" -memory-swap="1.8g" --privileged -v /data:/data --name CONTAINER_NAME IMAGE_NAME

You can check the logs of the container, You have to see the following logs periodically:
...
[INFO] [1563805663.275686]: ###########################
[INFO] [1563805663.288087]: {'374': {'position': x: 1217.38195801
y: 527.410217285 z: 0}, '238': {'position': x: 252.730285645 y:
602.758789062 z: 0}, '361': {'position': x: 518.172912598 y:
229.96383667 z: 0}, '347': {'position': x: 283.221954346 y:
217.282211304 z: 0}}
...

In the logs you see the positions of reference tags are updated periodically. At the
beginning all reference tag positions are initialized with 0.0. After you change the
above mentioned parameters, you must see that the positions are updated with
non-zero values. If that is the case, you accomplished this step.
1. Now you have to place the reference tags such that they refer to a particular
direction. In order to do that, take a duckiebot and place it to the entrance of the
intersection.
Now in the logs of charging manager(for module 1)/doorkeeper(for module 2)
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container you will see that the april tag id is added to a dictionary called MOVING
AT(referring the moving apriltags). Its keys refer to the apriltag ids of the duckiebot which arrived to the intersection.
For every apriltag id that is observed on the intersection, there is a dictionary. In it
you have some attributes of a duckiebot apriltag:
* position : Position of Duckiebot's apriltag on the image
* first_neighbor : First seen closest reference tag to Duckiebot's
apriltag
* last_neighbor : Last seen closest reference tag to Duckiebot's
apriltag. This attribute will be updated upon receiving april tag
positions from the acquisition node
* timestamp : The time the information above is saved

Have a look on this log. We moved a duckiebot from entrance to direction 2:
...
[INFO] [1563805798.282072]: {'400': {'first_neighbor': '374',
'last_neighbor': '347', 'timestamp': 1563805796.091526, 'position':
x: 748.847106934
y: 468.132141113
z: 0}})
...

There you see that the first_neighbor is the reference tag with ID 374 corresponding the entrance tag. The last_neighbor argument is tag 347, this is the direction2_tag. So one can infer that duckiebot was moved from entrance to direction
2.
After understanding what the logs mean, look at the last_neighbor argument on
the logs. If it corresponds to the entrance reference tag and your duckiebot is located near the entrance reference tag, it means, the placement of entrance reference
tag works.
If it is not the case, replace the reference tag which is at the moment the closest
neighbor apriltag (last_neighbor in terms of logs) further from the intersection entrance along the lane it is located. In this example, you can see that the apriltag 361
is far from the intersection entrance and it is near to the charger exit.Figure 6.2
1. Repeat the previous step for every reference tag
2. Test and verify that reference tags’ placement works. In order to do that, follow
the instructions below:
a. Start the indefinite navigation demo
laptop $ dts duckiebot demo –demo_name indefinite_navigation –duckiebot_name DUCKIEBOT_NAME –package_name duckietown_demos
a. Place the duckiebot just before the intersection, the direction it is on does
not matter.
b. Start the autonomous mode laptop $ dts duckiebot keyboard_control
DUCKIEBOT_NAME and press A for switching the Duckiebot to the autonomous mode.
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c. Observe the logs of charging manager(for module 1) or doorkeeper (for
module 2). You have to see the following: 402 is on WAY 2 This means, Duckiebot with apriltag ID 402 entered the charger 2.
You have to repeat this experiment for other directions and verify that our reference tag placement works.

UNIT C-7

Starting the Containers
7.1. Instructions for CSLAM

✎

✎

1) Clone the github repository for CSLAM:
$ git clone https://github.com/duckietown/duckietown-cslam.git
$ cd duckietown-cslam/scripts

2) The way how CSLAM is used is the following:
Since the apriltag poses are needed on the device, one has to set the ROS_MASTER
to the particular device. Therefore, change lines in the script watchtowers-setup.sh
as follows:
ROS_MASTER_HOSTNAME=watchtower22
ROS_MASTER_IP=192.168.1.176
array=(watchtower22)

3) For autocharging a particular version of CSLAM will be run. Therefore, change
the image tag for CSLAM container to autocharge. Make sure that the ACQ_DEVICE_MODE is set appropriately. Since we want to get apriltag poses in real time,
this parameter has to ve set to live.
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docker -H ${array[$index]}.local

run -d \
--name cslam-acquisition \
--restart always \
--network=host \
-e ACQ_DEVICE_MODE=live \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_DE-

VICE=${array[$index]} \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_DEVICE_IP=127.0.0.1 \
-e ACQ_SERVER_MODE=live \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_SERVER=${ROS_MASTER_HOSTNAME} \
-e ACQ_ROS_MASTER_URI_SERVER_IP=${ROS_MASTER_IP} \
-e ACQ_DEVICE_NAME=${array[$index]} \
-e ACQ_BEAUTIFY=1 \
-e ACQ_STATIONARY_ODOMETRY=0 \
-e ACQ_ODOMETRY_UPDATE_RATE=0
\
-e ACQ_POSES_UPDATE_RATE=15 \
-e ACQ_TEST_STREAM=1 \
-e ACQ_TOPIC_VELOCITY_TO_POSE=velocity_to_pose_node/pose \
-e ACQ_TOPIC_RAW=camera_node/
image/compressed \
-e ACQ_APRILTAG_QUAD_DECIMATE=2.0 \
duckietown/cslam-acquisition:autocharge || echo "ERROR: Starting cslam-acquisition on ${array[$index]} failed. Probably this watchtower wasn't configured properly or we can't connect via the network."

4) Run the script
$ source watchtowers-setup.sh

After starting the container, make sure it is running. You have to see logs in
CSLAM container as following:
...
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
[INFO/serverSideProcess]
...

Published
Published
Published
Published

pose
pose
pose
pose

for
for
for
for

tag
tag
tag
tag
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in
in
in
in
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7.2. For Module 1:

✎

1) Start the CSLAM Container

✎

Start the CSLAM container according to the instructions above.
2) Start the Charging Manag
Manager
er Container for Module 1

✎

$ docker -H HOSTNAME .local run -it --net host --memory="800m"
--memory-swap="1.8g" --privileged -v /data:/data --name charging_manager CONTAINTER_NAME

7.3. For Module 2:

✎

1) Charging Manag
Manager
er

✎

On the charging manager you have to start the following containers:
✎
Start the TCP Server Container:
First clone the github repository for TCP server and then change the YAML file
in it. There you have to change the IP address to the IP address of your charging
manager:

$ git clone https://github.com/alifahriander/tcp_server.git
cd tcp_server/docker

Now change the IP address in default.yaml.
Then build, push and run the tcp_server container
$ docker build --rm -f "Dockerfile"
$ docker push IMAGE_NAME
$ laptop $docker -H HOSTNAME.local
$ docker -H hostname.local run -it
memory-swap="1.8g" --privileged -v
ER_NAME IMAGE_NAME

-t IMAGE_NAME
pull IMAGE_NAME
--net host --memory="800m" -/data:/data --name CONTAIN-

Start the Charging Manager Container for Module 2:

✎

$ docker -H HOSTNAME .local run -it --net host --memory="800m"
--memory-swap="1.8g" --privileged -v /data:/data --name charging_manager anderalii/charging_manager:module2

2) Doork
Doorkeeper
eeper

Start the CSLAM Container:
Start the CSLAM container according to the instructions above.

✎
✎

✎
Start the TCP Client Container:
First clone the github repository for TCP client and then change the YAML file in
it. There you have to change the IP address to the IP address of your charging man-
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ager:
$ git clone https://github.com/alifahriander/tcp_client.git
cd tcp_server/docker

Now change the IP address in default.yaml.
Then build, push and run the tcp_server container
$ docker build --rm -f "Dockerfile"
$ docker push IMAGE_NAME
$ laptop $docker -H HOSTNAME.local
$ docker -H hostname.local run -it
memory-swap="1.8g" --privileged -v
ER_NAME IMAGE_NAME

-t IMAGE_NAME
pull IMAGE_NAME
--net host --memory="800m" -/data:/data --name CONTAIN-

Start the Doorkeeper Container:
Use the doorkeeper container you have run for setting up the reference tags
$ docker -H HOSTNAME .local run -it --net host --memory="800m"
--memory-swap="1.8g" --privileged -v /data:/data --name doorkeeper CONTAINTER_NAME

✎

UNIT C-8

Curr
Current
ent collect
collector
or

✎

In order to let a Duckiebot charge in a charger, additional hardware is needed. This
piece is called the current collector.
Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Material for a single current collector Section 8.1 - Materials for a
single current collector
Results: A charging capable Duckiebot Figure 8.2.
Next: Assembly your maintenance area Unit C-5 - Building a maintenance
area

Figure 8.2. A charging capable Duckiebot.

8.1. Mat
Materials
erials for a single curr
current
ent collect
collector
or
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

laboratory plug CAT I Ø4mm
1mm cable, length 30cm
Autolab add-on board
If printer available: Material for the 3D printer (cutest color is yellow)
April tag plate
plastic spacers
or
spacers
screw
and nut
Open ended USB cable
Soldering iron and solder

✎
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8.2. Build a charging capable Duckiebot

✎

1) Cut / Or
Order
der the april tag plat
platee

✎

If a laser cut
cuttter is aavvailable
ailable, then laser cut this file with the dimensions
(you probably need to scale it, depending on your programs units).
If no laser cut
cuttter is aavvailable
ailable, then order this file with the dimensions
from a page, for example https://www.sculpteo.com/en/.
2) Print / Or
Order
der the curr
current
ent collect
collector
or

✎

If a 3D print
printer
er is aavvailable
ailable, then just follow these instructions.
If no 3D print
printer
er is aavvailable
ailable, then order the printed part from this site.
3) Put ttog
ogether
ether thr
three
ee labor
laborat
atory
ory plugs

✎

Take three laboratory plugs and put them together as seen in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4. Three laboratory plugs put together.

4) Pr
Prepar
eparee the curr
current
ent collect
collector
or soldering
Be sure to have everything ready in Figure 8.6

Figure 8.6. Neccessary parts for the current collector soldering

✎
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5) Solder the wir
wires
es
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✎

Solder the wires to the laboratory plugs as seen in Figure 8.8.

Figure 8.8. A wire soldered to the laboratory plugs.

Put the cables through the 3D printed part as seen in Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.10. A current collector during the soldering process.

6) Optional: Glue the labor
laborat
atory
ory plugs

✎

If for any reason the laboratory plugs do not fit tightly in the 3D printed part, glue
them.
7) Pr
Prepar
eparee the assembly
Make the parts ready as seen in Figure 8.12.

✎
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Figure 8.12. Neccessary parts for the assembly.

8) Assemble the april tag plat
platee

✎

Assemble the april tag plate by using the acrylic glass, screws and distance keepers
as seen in Figure 8.14

Figure 8.14. The assembled april tag plate

9) Mount curr
current
ent collect
collector
or ttoo april tag plat
platee

✎

Mount the current collector by using three screws and nuts as seen in Figure 8.16

CURRENT

COLLECTOR
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Figure 8.16. The current collector mounted to the april tag plate.

10) Plug in the A
Aut
utolab
olab add-on boar
board
d

✎

Plug in the Autolab add-on board as seen in Figure 8.18. Also, screw the cables
from the current collector as well as the open ends from the open ended USB cable
to the add-on board.
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Figure 8.18. The Autolab add-on board.

11) Mount the structur
structuree ttoo the Duckiebot

✎

Mount the april tag board with the current collector assembled to a Duckiebot as
in Figure 8.22 and Figure 8.20. Plug in the USB cable to the battery of the Duckiebot.
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Figure 8.20. The april tag plate mounted to a Duckiebot.

Figure 8.22. The resulting charging-capable Duckiebot.

12) Test yyour
our setup

✎

Connect the brass pieces to a 5V voltage source and check if the battery signals
that it is charging.
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UNIT C-9

Softw
Softwar
aree setup on the Duckiebot
9.1. Goal

✎

✎

In order to allow the duckiebot to have the autocharging capability. The duckiebot
requires to run a container which does the following tasks.
1) The duckiebot has to be guided from any place on the map to the charging area.
2) At the charging area, it understands the instructions of the autocharging
manager, which directs it to the appropriate charging lane.
3) From the autocharging entrance the duckiebot follows the correct path to the
charging lane
4) In the charging lane it successfully charges.
5) After charging the duckiebot navigates back to the city.
All these tasks are bundled in the megacity image. However, prior to running it,
the appropriate paths of the autocharging area have to be setup.

9.2. Set
Setting
ting up container

✎

Clone the following repository
git clone https://github.com/duckietown/rpi-autocharging-demo.git
cd rpi-autocharging-demo.git

open with an text editor the default.yaml file. The default.yaml file should have
the following outline and structure:
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# Maintenance gate
maintenance_entrance: {'62': 1, '143': 0}
maintenance_path: {'157': 1, '66': 0,'136': 2, '58': 1, '63': 0,
'68': 2,'62': 1, '143': 0}
maintenance_exit: {'135': [1,2]}
maintenance_intersection: {'tag': 261}

# General path back to city
path_to_city: {'238': 1, '144':2, '260': 2, '149': 0, '153': 1,
'237': 1, '236': 0, '242': 0, '61': 1}
# Charging station
charging_stations:
stop_signs: {'tag': [190, 193, 37, 194]}
station1:
path_in: {'261': 1, '235': 2, '240': 1}
path_calib: {'144': 2, '260': 1}
station2:
path_in: {'261': 2, '240': 0, '235': 1}
path_calib: {'236': 0, '153': 0, '243': 2}
station3:
path_in: {'261': 1, '235': 1, '240': 1}
path_calib: {'238': 1, '260': 1}
station4:
path_in: {'261': 2, '240': 1, '235': 1}
path_calib: {'237': 1, '153': 0, '243': 2}
entrances: {'235': [1,2], '240': [0,1]}
exits: {'144': [0,2], 236': [0,2], '238': [1,2], '237': [0,1]}
# Calibration station
calibration_station:
entrances: {'243': 2, '260': 1}
exits: {'242': [0,1]}

The parameters in the yaml file correspond to the following map:
picture of map
The parameters in the config file are dictionaries - each key (i.e. ‘150’) stands for an
april tag ID and maps to either a single direction (i.e. 1) or to multiple directions,
stored in a list (i.e. [0,1,2]). The directions, stored as integers, map as follows:
[0, 1, 2] == [LEFT, STRAIGHT, RIGHT].

9.3. Add yyour
our own paths

✎

1) path_in

✎

The “path_in” parameter of a charger should map traffic sign april tag IDs to a single turn type, which in sum guide the Duckiebot to the charger. In Figure 9.2 an
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example is given. The path_in of charger 2 would then be
path_in: {'261': 2, '240': 0}

Figure 9.2. An example path from maintenance entrance to charger 2.

2) path_t
path_to_city
o_city

✎

The dictionary “path_to_city” guides a Duckiebot from every possible leaving position (i.e. charger exit, calibration exit) back to the city. In Figure 9.4, all paths are
plotted for an example maintenance area (without a calibration area).

Figure 9.4. All possible exit paths from an example maintenance area (without calibration area).

3) charging_stations: entr
entrances,
ances, eexits
xits

✎

The dictionary “entrances” and “exits” in the charging_stations parameter contains every entrance / exit to charging stations. This information is needed in the
code to determine when a Duckiebot enters or leaves a charger.
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4) maint
maintenance_entr
enance_entrance
ance / maint
maintenance_e
enance_exit
xit
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✎

This dictionaries define which april tag IDs correspond to the entrance / exit of the
maintenance area. This information is needed to detect when a Duckiebot enters
or leaves the maintenance area.
After setting up all parameters our docker image is ready to be build

9.4. Push ttoo yyour
our Dock
Docker
er account

✎

we are building the docker file for your own charging area:
$ docker build --rm -f "Dockerfile" -t /[your docker repository]/megacity:latest

[your docker repository] is the docker hub repository where the image will be
saved, from which the image can be pulled to the duckiebot. example for generic
autocharging area:
$ docker build --rm -f "Dockerfile" -t /duckietown/megacity:latest

now we need to push to the remote repository on dockerhub
$ docker push [your docker repository]/megacity:latest
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Run the demo

✎

The megacity container has to be built and uploaded to the duckiebot as outlined
in here
St
Step
ep 1 Power on your bot and wait for the duckiebot-interface to initialize (the
LEDs go off).
St
Step
ep 22: Launch the demo by running:
if we run the container for the first we need to pull and run the container on the
duckiebot
$ docker -H hostname.local run -it --net host --privileged -v
/data:/data --name megacity duckietown/rpi-duckiebot-base:megacity /bin/bash

if the container is already on the duckiebot but has been stopped we can execute
$ docker -H hostname .local start megacity

Not
ote:
e: Many nodes need to be launched, so it will take quite some time.

UNIT C-11

Softw
Softwar
aree ar
archit
chitectur
ecturee

✎

Operating a Duckiebot inside a megacity requires software which can switch from
state to state. In this section, we describe how we have fit the maintenance code
into the bigger picture.

11.1. Ov
Overview
erview

✎

The software responsible for the autocharging capability is running entirely in the
following two nodes:
1. Maintenance control node
2. Charging control node

11.2. Maint
Maintenance
enance contr
control
ol node

✎

The maintenance control main goal is to transition through the maintenance
states that run parallel to the FSM states in order to execute the autocharging procedure. The maintenance states and their transitions are explained in the run_demo part. Each time a FSM state transition occurs the following log info is printed
in the megacity container:
rospy.loginfo("@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@")
rospy.loginfo("Maintenance Control Node MT State: " + str(state))
rospy.loginfo("@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@")

If you would like to test a specific maintenance state (i.e. for testing a specific path
like path_calib), change the state with
rostopic pub -1 "/<robot_name>/maintenance_control_node/set_state"
std_msgs/String "<state_name>"

There exist the following maintenance states: [WAY_TO_MAINTENANCE,
WAY_TO_CHARGING, CHARGING, WAY_TO_CITY]

11.3. Charging contr
control
ol node

✎

The charging control node is responsible for the duckiebots action when it arrived
in the charging area. For example when the duckiebot is under the rails but there
is no contact a callback functions triggers a wiggle in order to establish charging
contact. Further is checks necessary condition for the duckiebot to leave the charger.
Operating a Duckiebot inside a megacity requires software which can switch from
state to state. In this section, we describe how we have fit the maintenance code
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into the bigger picture.

11.4. Transition of stat
states
es

✎

Below you may find a descriptive explanation on the transition of states on Duckiebot for autocharging.

Figure 11.2. WAY_TO_MAINTENANCE

As soon as the megacity container is started, a Duckiebot is placed into the city and
is able to drive around. A timer, the charge estimation algorithm or a human being
triggers a topic called GO_TO_CHARGING from the maintenance control node
in order to recognize the time when we need to put the Duckiebot into the charging area. When this state is switched from NONE to WAY_TO_MAINTENANCE,
the Duckiebot is guided towards the entrance of the maintenance area by a fleet
management algorithm(The responsible node for this algorithm is the action_dispatcher_node). During its journey it has the priority of way before other Duckiebots. (indicated by purple blinking LEDs).
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Figure 11.4. WAY_TO_CHARGING LED Detection

Having arrived at the entrance, this state will get switched to WAY_TO_CHARGING. On the maintenance intersection, the Duckiebot will recognize the maintenance apriltag and its FSM State will transit from INTERSECTION_COORDINATION to WAIT. There it will wait for 15 seconds and take multiple measurements
for the frequency of charging manager’s blinking LED light. The detected frequency will be determined according to the most measured frequency. Since every frequency corresponds to a charger index, the charger which Duckiebot should go
will be set. After this, the FSM State will be set to INTERSECTION_COORDINATION and the journey to the charger begins.
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Figure 11.6. WAY_TO_CHARGING Driving to the charger

For every charger there is a predefined route, hence, the Duckiebot will take the
turns to reach the charger according to the predefined route.

Figure 11.8. CHARGING

After entering the charger, a transition of state from WAY_TO_CHARGING to
CHARGING follows and the finite state machine state switches to IN_CHARG-
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ING_AREA. These states mean that the Duckiebot is inside the charger and that
it will keep distance from other Duckiebots queued up there. As soon as the Duckiebot sees a red line and a stop tag at the end of a charger the finite state is switched
to CHARGING_FIRST_IN_LINE.

Figure 11.10. WAY_TO_CITY

At this given point of time the Duckiebot is the first one being able to leave the
charger and it only needs to wait until it gets fully charged or someone triggers it
to exit the charger and free another charging spot. 15 seconds before requesting to
leave the charger, Duckiebot’s lights on the backbumper will turn blue. In order to
leave the charger, the Duckiebot needs to be charged for a certain amount of time
and it should not detect another Duckiebot in front of it. While leaving the charger
the finite state switches to LANE_FOLLOWING which makes the Duckiebot able
to drive and the maintenance control node switches to WAY_TO_CITY. The Duckiebot is now guided out of the maintenance area. If the exit is reached, the maintenance control node is switched to NONE and the Duckiebot is again able to drive
around in the city.
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UNIT C-12

Gener
General
al Ov
Overview
erview

✎

In this part it is explained how the system for module 1 and 2 works.

12.1. Responsibilities of ov
over
erall
all managing the charg
chargers
ers

✎

There are 3 main tasks that have to be accomplished :
TASK 11- Evaluating the april tag’s position in order to understand where the reference tags are located and in which direction the duckiebot went
TASK 22- Gathering information on charger sizes and finding the next free charger
a duckiebot newly arriving the maintenance area should go
TASK 33- Selecting the frequency with which the LED should blink
In Modul 1, all the responsibilities are done by the charging manager. The output
of tasks above feeds information to other tasks, for example, in task 1, it will be
found out, which duckiebot entered or left the charger and this will be saved in a
data structure that can be accessed by the charging manager. In task 2, charging
manager will iterate over the data structure in order to discover how many duckiebots occupy the chargers. Through linear search, the most unoccupied charger
will be determined and the frequency of LEDs corresponding charger id will be
changed accordingly. In task 3 LEDs will blink with the mentioned frequency.
In Modul 2, the tasks are completed in separate devices. Task 1 is accomplished by
doorkeepers and the rest will be done by the charging manager. The output of task
1 will be shared with the charging manager through a communication server. For
this objective, charging manager serves a python-dictionary of duckiebot Apriltags
as keys and charger indices as values (initially all charger indices are set to zero to
indicate that the duckiebot does not occupy any charger.). The clients, in this case
the doorkeepers, will update this dictionary according to their evaluation of april
tag positions, for example, if duckiebot with april tag 400 enters charger 3 then the
doorkeeper will change the value of 400 from 0 to 3.

12.2. Workflow in detail

✎

Here you can find step-by-step workflow of module 1 and module 2
1) Pr
Preliminary
eliminary information:

✎

Before starting to read,note that every frequency with which the LED blinks, implies a charger the duckiebot should go. Also, CSLAM Acquisiton node provides
many information. Only the data about the position of the center on the image will
be used by charging manager(for module 1) or doorkeeper(for module 2).
2) Module 1:

Charging Manager:
1. Charging Manager’s LED blinks with the initial frequency

✎
✎

GENERAL OVERVIEW
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2. (T
(TASK
ASK 1) CSLAM Acquisition node provides information on the Apriltags in
the scope of camera
In the scope of the camera, lies the reference tags and duckiebots’ Apriltags if there
are any duckiebots arrived to the intersection.
The positions of duckiebots’ Apriltags and reference tags will be saved and updated, as the node publishes the topic.
Upon receiving these, the closest neighbor reference tag to duckiebot’s apriltag
and the timestamp will be computed and saved (Here minimal distance is defined
by the minimal euclidean distance of two points on the image.)
(The first computed closest neighbor reference tag will be saved under the variable
“first_neighbor” and the other results will be updated and saved under
“last_neighbor”.)
3. (T
(TASK
ASK 1) Apriltag Evalutaion:
After not seeing an Apriltag of a duckiebot for more than threshold time, the
“first_neighbor” and “last_neighbor” will be evaluated. That means, if the
first_neighbor is the entrance tag and the last_neighbor is the direction2_tag,
then Duckiebot went in direction2. Since direction2 corresponds to , for example,
charger 2, the Duckiebot went in charger 2. According to this outcome the chargers dictionary will be updated and the tag of duckiebot which has entered/exited
the charger i and the timestamp of entrance/exit will be saved/deleted under/from
charger i’s list.
4. (T
(TASK
ASK 2) Charger sizes will be updated according to step 2
If the most unoccupied charger is changed, it will be noticed and new frequency
corresponding the new charger with the most free spaces will be determined.
5. (T
(TASK
ASK 3) LED blinks with the determined frequency in step 3
These steps will be repeated upon receiving the messages from acquisition node’s
topic
3) Module 2:

✎

✎
Preliminary information::
In this module a dictionary where keys are the duckiebots Apriltags and values
are the charger indices or zero(indicating that the duckiebot is currently not occupying any charger) is served by the charging manager. The clients,namely the
doorkeepers, will update this dictionary with charger indices if a Duckiebot enters
a charger or with zero if a Duckiebot leaves a charger.
✎
Doorkeeper:
1. (T
(TASK
ASK 1) CSLAM Acquisition node provides information on the Apriltags in
the scope of camera
In the scope of the camera, lies the reference tags and duckiebots’ Apriltags if there
are any duckiebots arrived to the intersection.
The positions of duckiebots’ Apriltags and reference tags will be saved and updated, as the node publishes the topic.
Upon receiving these, the closest neighbor reference tag to duckiebot’s apriltag
and the timestamp will be computed and saved (Here minimal distance is defined
by the minimal euclidean distance of two points on the image.)
(The first computed closest neighbor reference tag will be saved under the variable
“first_neighbor” and the other results will be updated and saved under
“last_neighbor”.)
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2. (T
(TASK
ASK 1) Apriltag Evalutaion: After not seeing an Apriltag of a duckiebot for
more than threshold time, the “first_neighbor” and “last_neighbor” will be evaluated. That means, if the first_neighbor is the entrance tag and the last_neighbor
is the direction2_tag, then Duckiebot went in direction2. Since direction2 corresponds to , for example, charger 2, the Duckiebot went in charger 2. According
to this outcome the chargers dictionary will be updated and the tag of duckiebot
which has entered/exited the charger i and the timestamp of entrance/exit will be
saved/deleted under/from charger i’s list.
3. (Communication Serv
Server)
er) Sharing the information where duckiebot went After
finding out where a duckiebot went, its value in the served dictionary will be either
set to the charger index if it entered a charger or to zero, if it left a charger.
✎
Charging Manager:
1. Charging Manager’s LED blinks with the initial frequency
2. (Communication Serv
Server)
er) Charging Manager checks the dictionary updated by
the doorkeepers periodically If the charger index of an Apriltag in the dictionary is
changed, then the tag of duckiebot which has entered/exited the charger i and the
timestamp of entrance will be saved/deleted under/from charger i’s list.
3. (T
(TASK
ASK 2) Charger sizes will be updated according to step 2 If the most unoccupied charger is changed, it will be noticed and new frequency corresponding the
new charger with the most free spaces will be determined
4. (T
(TASK
ASK 3) LED blinks with the determined frequency in step 3
These steps will be repeated upon receiving the messages from acquisition node’s
topic within doorkeepers

UNIT C-13

Testing and debugging

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps here

13.1. Debug the whole charging pipeline

✎

If megacity is launched, a Duckiebot will drive for X minutes and then go to the
charging station. After Y minutes, it will leave it again. X and Y are defined in
the yaml file for the Charging Control Node. If you would like to test the whole
charging procedure, place your Duckiebot on a road which ends in the intersection which is connected to the maintenance area. Then, request the Duckiebot to
go charging:
rostopic pub -1 "/<robot_name>/maintenance_control_node/go_mt_charging" std_msgs/Bool true

The Charging Control Node will as the TCP server for a free charging spot and if
available reserve it.
Now, let your Duckiebot drive autonomously (L1 on your Joystick or ‘a’ on your
virtual joystick).

13.2. Debug a single maint
maintenance
enance stat
statee

✎

There exist the following maintenance states: [WAY_TO_MAINTENANCE,
WAY_TO_CHARGING, CHARGING, WAY_TO_CALIBRATING, CALIBRATING, WAY_TO_CITY]
If you would like to test a specific maintenance state (i.e. for testing a specific path
like path_calib), change the state with
rostopic pub -1 "/<robot_name>/maintenance_control_node/set_state"
std_msgs/String "<state_name>"

13.3. Troubleshooting

✎

A Duckiebot ggets
ets stuck while tr
traaversing thr
through
ough a charg
charger
er
This happens if the friction of the current collector is too high. Try to bend the 3D
printed part a little down (multiple times) until the force acting on the charging
rails is lower. You could also reprint the current collector with thinner connections
(use the Customizer on Thingiverse). Also, ensure that the tiles of the charger are
flat.
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Duckiebot turns off as soon as rrails
ails ar
aree ttouched
ouched
Depending on the battery, if no voltage lies across the charging rails, the Raspberry
Pi may reboot. This is a known issue and may be solved by adding capacitors to the
add-on board - this is in work by Autolab Zurich.
Duckiebot does not charg
chargee
There exist multiple reasons for that: did you turn on the power supply? However,
most of the times the current collector / the rails are dirty. Clean them with alcohol
or sanding paper.
Duckiebot does not st
stop
op while w
waiting
aiting in the queue in the charg
charger
er
Duckiebots are waiting in the queue with the help of vehicle detection and vehicle
avoidance control nodes. You can solve this problem by increasing the desired_distance and minimal_distance parameters of vehicle avoidance control node.
Charging Manag
Manager
er w
was
as blinking with a fr
frequency
equency for charg
charger
er 1 but the duckiebot
did not driv
drivee in charg
charger
er 1
There can be several reasons for this occasion. Duckiebot could drive to the unintended direction if the intersection control node did not work correctly. You can
find this out by looking at the logs of the Duckiebot. You may see logs as following
driving to 0

This means that the Duckiebot wanted to go left. If the direction the duckiebot
wanted to go and the direction it went agree, nothing from the intersection control
was wrong. (If it is not the case, you can trim the parameters of unicorn_intersection_node.)
The second reason why this could happen is the LED detection. After arriving to
the maintenance intersection, the Duckiebot waits for 15 seconds to detect the
LED frequency of the traffic light. The image received by the camera is cut into
three pieces. For traffic light detection, the upper part of the image is used. If the
traffic light is not in this upper part of the image, the Duckiebot cannot detect the
frequency of the LED. You can check this by looking at the led_detection_node/
image_detection_TL topic: First start the megacity container. After the container
is ready type in the following commands:
$ dts start_gui_tools HOSTNAME

First publish the topic in order to let the duckiebot drive to the maintenance area
container $ rostopic pub -1 “//maintenance_control_node/go_mt_charging”
std_msgs/Bool true
container $ rqt_image_view
Select the topic led_detection_node/image_detection_TL
Now you are ready to debug the led detection process. The duckiebot will come to
the maintenance intersection and the led detection node will be switched on. Then
you will see a gray image. First check whether you see the LED on the image. If
this is not the case, then either the placement of the traffic light was wrong or the
Duckiebot arrived to the intersection not correctly. Then, check whether there is a
blue circle around the LED.
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Duckiebot dr
drov
ovee in charg
charger
er 1 but charging manag
manager
er thought it w
went
ent in charg
charger
er 2
Check whether the reference tags are placed correctly following the instructions
for “setup of reference tags”.
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UNIT C-14

Futur
Futuree pr
projects
ojects

✎

There are still multiple tasks which would improve the charging area by a lot. In
the following, you find a list of those tasks with a small description, ordered in descending priority.

14.1. Impr
Improv
ovee the int
intersection
ersection na
navig
vigation
ation

✎

For traversing through the maintenance area, intersection navigation is a crucial
part. With the new Unicorn Intersection Node, the success rate was raised up to
over 90%. For a completely autonomous city, this is still way too low.

14.2. Impr
Improv
ovee the vvehicle
ehicle det
detection
ection

✎

In order to keep distance to a Duckiebot in front, the vehicle avoidance node detects a circle grid pattern (
) and adapts the velocity. However, the detection
only runs at
and fails sometimes.

14.3. Optimize CPU utilization

✎

Currently, CPU utilization is at 100% for all four cores. The most expensive node
seems to be the Image Transformer Node (Anti Instagram) which uses alone 30%
of the CPU. This slows down the whole megacity.launch and could be cause for
multiple bugs.

14.4. Implement the bat
batttery capacity estimation

✎

Currently, the time a Duckiebot drives through the city and stays inside a charger
are hard coded variables. With a high enough charging time and a low enough driving time, it is ensured that a Duckiebot never reaches a battery level of 0%. The
drawback is that the efficiency in terms of the ratio
is very low. This can
be improved by implementing the battery capacity estimation: with the new addon board, one is able to measure the current going into the battery and therefore
integrate it to obtain the battery level.

14.5. Fix the st
stop
op line sleep time

✎

In order to avoid stopping at the red line in opposite direction right after an intersection, there is a stop line sleep time implemented. This however does not work
robustly - sometimes, that “bad” red line is still detected.

14.6. Consider a cooling syst
system
em

✎

After operating the Duckiebot for a long time, the Raspberry Pi gets really hot at

FUTURE

PROJECTS
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its interfaces (USB plugs, LAN Port, etc). For a 24/7 operating time that can influence the behavior of the Duckiebot a lot. If one would cool the Duckiebot actively
by a little fan, the temperature wouldn’t increase that much.

14.7. Adapt aut
autocharging
ocharging ttoo the new
newest
est vversion
ersion of CSLAM

✎

Right now, the charger management runs the version of CSLAM, where apriltag
processing is done on raspberry pi. In the newest version of CSLAM, the images
of the watchtowers are acquired from the watchtowers and apriltag processing is
done on the server computer. This increases the rate of apriltag processing. In order to adapt the usage of CSLAM by charging manager or doorkeeper, one has to
let the raspberry pi get the apriltag poses, since they are needed on the device.

14.8. Har
Hardw
dwar
aree R
Redesign
edesign

✎

The current collectors are made out of plastic which need to be bend appropriately
so they touch the rails well enough to conduct current, but not to hard to not hinder the duckiebot from moving. This solution may be inappropriate in the long
term, since the plastic wears out with time. A possible solution could be a hinge
with two springs which will hold the current collector in its desired position.
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PAR
ART
TD

Wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Material: Watchtower components. To obtain them contact info@duckietown.org.
Requir
equires:
es: An initialized SD-card (see below).
Requir
equires:
es: Tools: (strong) wood glue or hot glue gun, tape, double-sided tape.
Results: An Assembled Watchtower system ready to be used.
This section teaches you how to prepare your Watchtower system. This includes
hardware assembly and initialization. The placement of the Watchtowers in the
city and the whole localization system is described in the Localization System Section
1) SD car
card
d initialization

✎

For Watchtowers and traffic lights we use naming conventions. Have a look at traffic light naming conventions or Watchtower naming conventions for information.
To flash your SD card with the conventions mentioned in the links before, use
these instructions.
2) Sections

✎

• Unit D-2 - BUILDING - Watchtower in WT19-B configuration: This version is
still under development.
• Unit D-3 - BUILDING - Watchtower in WT19-A configuration: This is the currently shipped and used version for Duckietowns and Autolabs around the world.
• Unit D-4 - BUILDING - Watchtower in WT18 configuration: This version is out
of production but the section is still left here for reference.
Below you find the pictures of assembled Watchtowers in the above configurations.

WATCHTOWERS

(b) WT19-B configuration. (d) WT19-A configuration.
WT18 configuration.

(f) WT18 configuration.
Figure 0.2. Assembled Watchtowers in different configurations.
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UNIT D -1

Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er Initialization

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: An SD card of size at least 32 GB.
Requir
equires:
es: A computer with a Ubuntu OS (for flashing the SD card), an internet connection, an SD card reader, and 16 GB of free space.
Requir
equires:
es: Duckietown Shell, Docker, etc, as configured in Unit C-1 - Laptop
Setup.
Requir
equires:
es: Duckietown Token set up as in Unit C-2 - Duckietown account.
Results: A flashed SD card.
Next: Place the Watchtower in the city.
The image setup procedure for Watchtowers is the same as for Duckiebots.
In the Autolab of ETH Zurich, we use the naming convention:
• linux-username: mom
• hostname wat
atcht
chtow
owerXX
erXX (where XX specify the number of the Watchtower)
• password MomW
MomWat
atches
ches.
Using the above naming conventions, you can flash your SD cards as is described in Duckiebot Initialization.

UNIT D -2

BUILDING - W
Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er in WT19-B conf
configur
iguration
ation

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Material: Watchtower components. To obtain them contact info@duckietown.org.
Requir
equires:
es: An initialized SD-card for traffic lights or Watchtowers.
Requir
equires:
es: Tools: (strong) wood glue or hot glue gun, tape, double-sided tape.
Results: An Assembled Watchtower system in WT19-B configuration.

2.1. Parts Ov
Overview
erview

✎

Below you find an overview of all components needed to build the Watchtower.

Figure 2.2. Overview of all components needed to build a Watchtower in WT19-B configuration.

2.2. Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er Assembly
The following pictures will guide you through the assembly step by step:
Not
ote:
e: The small indicators in the bottom right side point you to the

✎
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.4. STEP_01

Figure 2.6. STEP_02

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.8. STEP_03

Figure 2.10. STEP_04

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.12. STEP_05

Figure 2.14. STEP_06

Figure 2.16. STEP_07

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.18. STEP_08

Figure 2.20. STEP_09

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.22. STEP_10

Figure 2.24. STEP_11

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.26. STEP_12

Figure 2.28. STEP_13
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WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.30. STEP_14

Figure 2.32. STEP_15A

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.34. STEP_15B

Figure 2.36. STEP_16

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

Figure 2.38. STEP_17

b
Figure 2.40. STEP_18

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.42. STEP_19

Figure 2.44. STEP_20

Figure 2.46. STEP_21A

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.48. STEP_21B

Figure 2.50. STEP_22

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.52. STEP_23

Figure 2.54. STEP_24

Figure 2.56. STEP_25
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WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.58. STEP_26

Figure 2.60. STEP_27A

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.62. STEP_27B

Figure 2.64. STEP_27C
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WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.66. STEP_28

Figure 2.68. STEP_29A

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.70. STEP_29B

Figure 2.72. STEP_30

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

Figure 2.74. STEP_31

Figure 2.76. STEP_32

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

Figure 2.78. STEP_33

The final result should look like the pictures below.

Figure 2.80. Assembled Watchtower in WT19-B configuration.
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-B

CONFIGURATION

Figure 2.82. Assembled Watchtower in WT19-B configuration.

Not
ote:
e: If you were directed here because you are building a traffic light, you
will need to jump back to the instructions here to finish the assembly.

UNIT D -3

BUILDING - W
Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er in WT19WT19-A
A conf
configur
iguration
ation

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Material: Watchtower components. To obtain them contact info@duckietown.org.
Requir
equires:
es: An initialized SD-card.
Requir
equires:
es: Tools: (strong) wood glue or hot glue gun, tape, double-sided tape.
Results: An Assembled Watchtower system in WT19-A configuration.

3.1. Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er Assembly

✎

1) Tube holder with big gr
ground
ound plat
platee

✎

Essentially

Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.8.
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CONFIGURATION
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Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.14.
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-A

CONFIGURATION

Figure 3.16.

2) Gr
Ground
ound module cov
cover
er

✎

Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.20.

3) Assemble the P
Parts
arts

✎

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-A

Figure 3.22

Figure 3.24

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-A

Figure 3.26

Figure 3.28
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Figure 3.30

Figure 3.32

CONFIGURATION
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IN

WT19-A

Figure 3.34

Figure 3.36

Figure 3.38
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WT19-A

Figure 3.40

Figure 3.42

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT19-A

Figure 3.44

Figure 3.46
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Figure 3.48

Figure 3.50

CONFIGURATION
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WT19-A

Figure 3.52
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Figure 3.54
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WT19-A

Figure 3.56

The final result should look like Figure 3.58.
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Figure 3.58

Not
ote:
e: If you were directed here because you are building a traffic light, you
will need to jump back to the instructions here to finish the assembly.
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UNIT D -4

BUILDING - W
Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er in WT18 conf
configur
iguration
ation

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Material: Watchtower components. To obtain them contact info@duckietown.org.
Requir
equires:
es: An initialized SD-card.
Requir
equires:
es: Tools: (strong) wood glue or hot glue gun, tape, double-sided tape.
Results: An Assembled Watchtower system in WT18 configuration.
Next: The next step is to initialize the SD card.

4.1. Befor
Beforee Assembly

✎

1) From W
Wooden
ooden Plat
Plates
es ttoo Chasis P
Parts
arts (Laser Cut):

✎

The plates should be 4mm thick. To cut a set of traffic light, you need a plates
with the size of roughly 347mm x 256mm x 4mm.
2) Tubes Pr
Prepar
eparation:
ation:

✎

We only need one tube here. The spec of the tube is listed directly below.
Table 4.2. Symbols to escape
Length:
572mm
Diameter:
20mm
We recommend you to buy a tube cutter. It’ll save you from lots of troubles. After
cutting the tube, you could polish the edges so that it won’t hurt you.

4.2. Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er Assembly

✎

1) Wooden Bo
Boxx (with Raspberry Pi)

✎

These are all the parts for assembly the wooden chasis.

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

Figure 4.2. The parts for wooden box assemble.

St
Step
ep 1: Stick the sliders

Figure 4.4. Step 1

St
Step
ep 2: Combine tw
twoo w
walls
alls of the bo
boxx

Figure 4.6. Step 2

St
Step
ep 3: Stick the thir
third
dw
wall
all of the bo
boxx

WT18

CONFIGURATION
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BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT18

CONFIGURATION

Figure 4.8. Step 3

St
Step
ep 4: Stick the forth w
wall
all of the bo
boxx

Figure 4.10. Step 4

St
Step
ep 5: Stick the stabler for the tube
Stick the small part, but DON’T stick the large plate. It should be the lid for the
box that can be opened so that we could put Raspberry Pi in.

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER
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CONFIGURATION
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Figure 4.12. Step 5

St
Step
ep 6: Get the parts for camer
cameraa mount

Figure 4.14. Step 6

St
Step
ep 7: Stick the stablers for tubes on camer
cameraa mount
Note that there’re two parts with larger holes and one part with a smaller hole.
Tubes can go through lager hole but not smaller one. Thus, you should place the
parts with smaller on the very top.
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CONFIGURATION

Figure 4.16. Step 7

St
Step
ep 8: Stick the other side of camer
cameraa mount

Figure 4.18. Step 8

St
Step
ep 9: Stick the lit
little
tle T shape part on the lid of camer
cameraa mount
You don’t need to stick the lid on the camera.

Figure 4.20. Step 9

St
Step
ep 10: P
Parts
arts yyou
ou need for Raspberry PI holder
holder..
Including the plate, two M2.5, 12mm Spacers, two M2.5, 6mm Screws, two
M2.5, 4mm Screws and one Raspberry PI 3B+ Model.

BUILDING - WATCHTOWER

IN

WT18

Figure 4.22. Step 10

St
Step
ep 11: Install the spacers with the 6mm scr
screws.
ews.

Figure 4.24. Step 11

St
Step
ep 12: Install the RPI with the 4mm scr
screws.
ews.
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Figure 4.26. Step 12

After this step, we’re finished with the chassis. Now let’s assemble everything.
St
Step
ep 13: Put tubes thr
through
ough the chassis.
St
Step
ep 14: Install camer
cameraa mount on the vvery
ery ttop
op of the tube.
St
Step
ep 15: Install the camer
cameraa cables on Raspberry PI and let it ggoo thr
through
ough the tube.
St
Step
ep 16: Install camer
cameraa on the other side of the cable and put it on the camer
cameraa
mount.
St
Step
ep 17: Final R
Results
esults
You finished the assembly! You can now prettify the tube according to your own
taste. The final result should look like Figure 4.28.
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WT18
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Figure 4.28. completely assembled Watchtower in WT18 configuration
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UNIT D -5

DEMO - Light sensors

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A fully operational Duckietown with watchtowers built to right
specs. TODO : add the name of the right specs
Results: Accurate measure of the light field of the Autolab
This container will show you how to mount the Adafruit TCS34725 sensor on a
watchtower and how to correctly plug it in.

5.1. Har
Hardw
dwar
aree setup

✎

1) Requir
equirements
ements

✎

Figure 5.2. Pinheaders
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Figure 5.4. Jumper Cables
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Figure 5.6. The sensor
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Figure 5.8. Screws

Figure 5.10. Watchtower top plate

Not
ote:
e: the upper plate of the watchtower need apposite holes to fit the sensor.
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2) Soldering

✎

The first thing to do is to solder the pin headers to the actual sensor: To do so
the easiest way is to use a breadboard and cut a few pin headers in order to get a
nice 90-degree angle between the sensor and the pins.

Figure 5.12. Sensor on breadboard

3) Fix the sensor ttoo the w
wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er plat
plate.
e.
To do so put the pin headers into the big hole and fix it with the screws.

Figure 5.14. Final assembled sensor

✎

DEMO - LIGHT

SENSORS

4) Wir
Wiree the sensor ttoo the w
wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er

119
✎

The best way to figure out how to do this is to always take the sensor and turn it
until you can read what is written on it and that will be our basic position.
Plugins on the raspberry-pi:
oo1oo
234o5
Plugins on TCS34725:
o1243o5
This is the pin layout, every number corresponds to a wire color (it doesn’t matter which color is which number but just make sure that the wire is connected
to the right pin header).

Figure 5.16. Pinheaders

Figure 5.18. Pinheaders

Now the hardware construction part should be done.
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5.2. Softw
Softwar
aree setup

✎

1) Requir
equirements
ements

✎

*A sensor which is correctly setup on a running watchtower. Ideally an external
light sensor that measures luminescence in [lux] that can be used as reference.
*An environment where you can control the light intensity, it can also be very
small (try to use two light intensities below and above the operating point).
2) Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

To calibrate the sensor we need to measure the light at two different intensities
in order to be able to make a linear approximation. To do so we measure two
different light intensities and input the expected values to the sensor and then
make a linear approximation.
To do so measure the two intensities by running the container and follow the
steps of the instruction provided on the console (don’t forget that you need an
external reference sensor as well).
3) Run the calibr
calibration
ation

✎

You can pull the image of the docker container to the agent
4) Check calibr
calibration
ation of sensor

✎

You can check the calibration by going to the calibration folder, TODO

5.3. Run

✎

To run the sensor container first you need to pull the image:
‘docker -H HOSTNAME.local pull gian1717/sensor:p2’
And then start the container:
‘docker -H HOSTNAME.local run -it –net host –privileged –name light-sensor
-v /data:/data gian1717/sensor:p2’
If you want to know more:
The whole sensor software is on my GitHub account , on the repository light
sensor, sensor calibration.

PAR
ART
TE

Localization SSyst
ystem
em

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A fully operational Duckietown
Results: A working localization system to localize all Autobots inside the Autolab
Next: The first step is to build the Watchtowers
The localization system is an important part of the Autolab, as it gives the poses
of all Autobots in the city to a server. In the Autolab, the Autobots are Duckiebots
that have been improved to Autolab specifications (see Unit B-1 - BUILDING - Autobot specifications).
Not
ote:
e: Watchtowers are an experimental feature of Duckietown, which are currently only used in Autolabs.
1) Sections

✎

• Unit E-1 - BUILDING - Placing Watchtowers in a city: How to place the Watchtowers in the city.
• Unit E-2 - BUILDING - Apriltags specifications: The AprilTag specifications
and measure.
• Unit E-3 - DEMO - Localization: The manual to run localization offline or online. - TODO
• Unit E-4 - SOFTWARE - Localization software: An overview of the localization
code. - IN PROGRESS
2) Ov
Overview
erview and Concept of the syst
system
em

✎

The localization system serves multiple purposes:
• Automating the Autolab completely:
• It allows the central system to discover if a Autobot moves out of the track
• It allows more high level fleet control
• It allows the grading of the embodied challenges for AIDO
The localization system mainly relies on AprilTags, which are a conceptually and
visually similar to QR codes. Each Autobot is provided with a mounting plate with
an AprilTag on top. By tracking these mounted AprilTags, the system evaluates the
Autobot poses by solving an optimization problem.
To track the AprilTags, we use Watchtowers. In the spirit of Duckietown, a Watchtower uses most of the same hardware and software as a Duckiebot. A Watchtower
is essentially a little tower which is about 60cm in height, and has a pi-camera at
the top to look over a part of the city. The Watchtowers are spread all over the city,
and by combining the field of view of each tower, it is possible to cover the whole
Autolab.
Apart from AprilTags on Autobots, there are other AprilTags that are on the
ground, called Ground AprilTags. The precise location for each Ground AprilTag
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is known in advance. We build a pose graph of all the relative poses bewteen
Watchtowers and Autobots, and what they see. By running optimization on the
graph, we merge the local influx of data from all agents into a global position graph
of all agents, using the Ground AprilTags as global fixed references.
3) BUILDING - Har
Hardw
dwar
aree

✎

There are two structural elements required to have a working system:
• The Watchtowers
• The ground AprilTags
The localization system is designed such that Watchtowers don’t need to be at a
specific height or position as long as they can view “sufficient” area of the Autolab. (TODO: specify what “sufficient” means) However, we still provide the specs
of the Watchtowers so that you can produce your own Watchtowers. See hardware
part in chapter Part D - Watchtowers.
Moreover, the ground AprilTags need to follow conventions specified in the chapter Unit E-2 - BUILDING - Apriltags specifications.
4) DEMOS - R
Running
unning Localization

✎

Localization can be run either online or offline.
Running localization online means that the data is processed during the experiment and the results can be vizualised with some delay. The demo is found at Unit
E-3 - DEMO - Localization
Running localization offline means that the data recorded but processed only after
the experiment. The demo is found at Unit E-3 - DEMO - Localization
While the long term objective is to only do online localization, the offline localization has proved very useful for AIDO, because it requires less computing power
and does not have the network bandwidth as a bottleneck.
5) SOFTW
SOFTWARE
ARE - Description

✎

The software is explained in detailed in chapter Unit E-4 - SOFTWARE - Localization software

UNIT E-1

BUILDING - Placing W
Wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers in a city

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: Assembled Watchtowers.
Results: A Watchtower system ready to be used.

1.1. Placement of the w
wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

This is a picture of the current Autolab in ETHZ. It will give you a quick approximate of how to place your watchtowers and how many you should put.

Figure 1.2. Picture of the Zurich ETH Autolab.

There’s only two general rule of putting Watchtowers in a city.
• First, make sure that the field of views of Watchtowers do cover the whole city.
• Second, there should be enough overlapping between field of view between
Watchtowers.
Below is a more synthetic view of the watchtower placement in ETHZ. The ratio
of watchtower to road tiles is around 2/3.
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IN A CITY

Figure 1.4. Overview of the autolab and of the watchtower placement. Each number shows the position of a watchtower. Watchtowers number 01 to 16 are on the left loop, while watchtower 21 to
35 are on the right loop.

Below is the field of view of watchtowers. Please keep in mind that they cover approximately 3 tiles each (even more in some cases), but that on the edge of the
image, despite rectification, the image is distorted and thus the apriltag detection
might give inaccurate results. This is why overlapping field of view are important.
The more the better.

Figure 1.6. View from a watchtower in a corner. It covers approximately 3 tiles.

BUILDING - PLACING WATCHTOWERS
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Figure 1.8. View from a watchtower on a straight line. It covers approximately 3 tiles.

1.2. Connection of the w
wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

Beside the placement of Watchtowers, they should be connected via ethernet cables. At ETH, the Watchtowers are first connected to switches, that are connected
to our router. At ETHZ, all of the Autolab is on a stage, and we pull the cables directly from underneath it, to keep the track clean from cables.
Then we have one PC connected via ethernet to the router, for faster and more reliable communication with the watchtowers.
Last but not least, these Watchtowers needs power. Remember to prepare your
USB chargers and cables that support 2.4A output.
Not
ote:
e: EXPERIMENTAL : If you want to get less cables around, the possibility of
using POE (power over ethernet) exists. With a additional hat, you can power the
pi directly by the ethernet cable (provided that you switch provides the service as
well).
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UNIT E-2

BUILDING - Apriltags specif
specifications
ications

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A fully operational Duckietown, compliant autobots and a map of
the Autolab.
Results: The city is ready to be used for localization
Next: The two localization demos: offline and online

2.1. Wh
Whyy do w
wee need gr
ground
ound Apritags

✎

Because of localization.

2.2. Making the gr
ground
ound Apriltags

✎

As a reminder, the Apriltags already have predetermined sets of usecase. The
ranges of tags are specified in Table 2.2.
For localization, the gr
ground
ound Apriltags ar
aree in rrang
angee 300 ttoo 399
399.
Table 2.2. Apriltag ID ranges
Purpose
Size
Family
ID Range
Traffic signs
6.5cm x 6.5cm
36h11
1-199
Traffic lights
6.5cm x 6.5cm
36h11
200-299
Localization
6.5cm x 6.5cm
36h11
300-399
Street Name Signs
6.5cm x 6.5cm
36h11
400-587
To print the ones you need, you can find them here: pdf ps

2.3. Placing the gr
ground
ound Apriltags and the W
Wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

Description to come.

2.4. Gener
Generating
ating the map in duckiet
duckietown-w
own-world
orld

✎

You should already have a map as explained in Unit B-3 - BUILDING - Autolab
map. If not, go back and do it, as it will be necessary for the rest.

2.5. Adding the gr
ground
ound Apriltags localization ttoo yyour
our map

✎

1) Befor
Beforee measuring

✎

This is the important part of the Apriltag specifications. You need to make sure
that:
• The ground Apriltags are indeed 6.5cm x 6.5cm. If they are not, the localization

BUILDING - APRILTAGS
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system will get flawed data and thus will be useless.
• The ground Apriltags are very well fixed to the ground (using tape and nails).
Once they are measured they should not move at all.
• The ground Apriltags are in angle 0° modulo 45°. This will make the following
much easier.
2) Measuring

✎

• The measure of the ground Apriltags needs to be very precise. You should have
a meter with millimeter precision.
• In the map you created before, the origin is the bottom left corner. Remember
this as it is important.
• The tiles have an internal and an external border, because of the interlocking
slots. In the following, as for the map, take the inside bottom left as reference for a
tile.
• Each apriltag placement will be measured relatively to the tile it is on, from the
above described origin.
• Always measure the center of the april tag itself.
How ttoo measur
measuree:
In the following, you will be asked 5 numbers for each Apriltag:
• the x coordinate of the tile : it is the number (starting at 0 at the first bottom left
origin tile) of tile along the x axis (bottom axis)
• the y coordinate of the tile : same as for x, it starts at 0
• the x measure of the Apriltag on the tile : you can get it by blocking your meter
in the interior left edge and measuring (in meters) the distance from the interior
edge to the center of the Apriltag.
• the y measure of the Apriltag on the tile : you can get it by blocking your meter
in the interior bottom edge and measuring (in meters) the distance from the interior edge to the center of the Apriltag.
• the orientation of the apriltag (in degrees) : it is 0 if the Apriltag’s name is alined
normaly with the x axis (eg readable from the “bottom” of the map). Then it is defined with the trigonometric convention (counter-clockwise). This should normally always be in multiples of 45°
3) Filling the map in

✎

Once you are sure of your positioning of the Apriltags, you can start measuring
them. To do so:
• Open a terminal inside the duckietown-world repository, as you did to create
your map. Your map should still be in the src/duckietown_world/data/gd1/maps
folder.
Run the following command:
$ python3 src/apriltag_measure/measure_ground_apriltags.py
MAP_NAME

• Follow the instructions in the terminal : choose an Apriltag number, and fill in
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the 5 asked numbers, as described above.
• If an Apriltag was already filled in before (if you are changing your map for
instance), you will be asked to confirm the overwritting of the positionning. As
everything is versionned in github, you can always go back to find the previous positions if need be.
• If you try recording an Apriltag number than is not in the allocated range
(300-399), the script will also ask to confirm.
• At the end, just confirm the saving. The resulting map will be where it was before, with now the Apriltag measures added to it.
• As described in Unit B-3 - BUILDING - Autolab map, you should recompile
your map and visualize the apriltags on it (easy debug to find obvious mistakes).

UNIT E-3

DEMO - Localization

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: A fully operational Duckietown, compliant autobots, watchtowers and a system of ground april tags
Results: running offline or online localization in the Autolab
Next: Contribute to localization software

3.1. Set
Setting
ting up yyour
our mast
master
er comput
computer
er

✎

The localization pipeline needs a mast
master
er computer that will receive all information and process it. In order for everything to work, you need a kinetic roscore
running at all times, and it needs to be run first.
$ docker run --name roscore --rm --net=host -dit duckietown/dtros-commons:master19-amd64 roscore

If this container is stopped at some point, then all the acquisition bridges (see
below) need to be restarted, as they need connection to this rosmaster.

3.2. Set
Setting
ting up softw
softwar
aree on the w
wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

In order to use the localization pipeline, you need to have two containers running on the watchtowers:
• duckiebot-interface (a special version)
• acquisition-bridge
1) The duckiebot
duckiebot-int
-interface
erface for w
wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

The watchtowers need a slightly modified version of the duckiebot interface.
The following commands should be run on every watchower. If you named
them with numbers (Watchtower01 to watchtowerXX), then you can easily
make for loops in shell.
First, remove the duckiebot interface that is running:
$ docker -H hostname .local rm -f dt18_03_roscore_duckiebot-interface_1

Then, pull the custom image
$ docker -H hostname .local pull duckietown/duckiebot-interface:devel20-watchtower-arm32v7
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Then, launch it:
$ docker -H hostname .local run --name duckiebot-interface -privileged -e ROBOT_TYPE=watchtower --restart unless-stopped
-v /data:/data -dit --network=host duckietown/duckiebot-interface:devel20-watchtower-arm32v7

2) The acquisition-bridg
acquisition-bridgee for w
wat
atcht
chtow
owers
ers

✎

In order to get the images from all watchtowers to the same rosmaster (your
computer), we launch an acquisition bridge, whose role for the watchtowers is
to publish camera image and camera information, but only when movement is
detected. This way, we only get the data that is needed for localization.
To run this, please run on all watchtowers:
$ docker -H hostname .local run --name acquisition-bridge -network=host -e ROBOT_TYPE=watchtower -dit duckietown/acquisition-bridge:devel20-arm32v7

3) Advice

✎

Always leave your roscore running, and always leave the duckiebot-interface
and the acquisition-bridge of the watchtowers running. This will make all subsequent processes much faster to launch.

3.3. Set
Setting
ting up softw
softwar
aree on the duckiebots

✎

The duckiebots require the same two containers, duckiebot-interface and acquisition-bridge.
1) The acquisition bridg
bridgee for duckiebots

✎

The default duckiebot-interface is good enough for the duckiebots, so we will
just add the acquisition-bridge.
On all duckiebots please run:
$ docker -H hostname .local run --name acquisition-bridge -network=host -v /data:/data -dit duckietown/acquisitionbridge:devel20-arm32v7

3.4. Checking if the acquisition bridg
bridges
es w
work
ork

✎

On your PC, you should now be able to get the image stream of all connected
duckiebots, using rqt_image_view.
If you have ubuntu18 with melodic, rqt_image_view might not show the images. If so, use:
$ dts start_gui_tools PC_name

DEMO - LOCALIZATION
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Then run rqt_image_view from there.

3.5. Offline localization

✎

The offline localization is offline in the meaning that you only get a trajectory of
your duckiebots after the experiment is over. The process is the following:
• You record an experiment
• You process the bag you get to extract apriltag poses and odometry
• You run the graph optimizer on this intermediary result and it gives you the
trajectory of all duckiebots in yaml files.
1) Recor
ecording
ding the eexperiment
xperiment

✎

When you are ready to start an experiment, on your master PC, run rosbag:
$ rosbag record -a -O BAG_NAME.BAG

and stop it at the end of the experiment.
2) Pr
Processing
ocessing the apriltags and odometry fr
from
om the bag

✎

First, you need to know where your bag is. The folder containing it is referred as
PATH_TO_BAG_FOLDER in the following. We recommend you create new separate
folders for each experiment (with date and/or sequence number).
$ docker run --name post_processor -dit --rm -e INPUT_BAG_PATH=/data/ BAG_NAME.BAG -e OUTPUT_BAG_PATH=/data/
processed_ BAG_NAME.BAG -e ROS_MASTER_URI=http:// YOUR_IP :11311 -v PATH_TO_BAG_FOLDER :/data
duckietown/post-processor:master19-amd64

When the container stops, then you should have a new bag called
processed_BAG_NAME.BAG inside of your PATH_TO_BAG_FOLDER .
3) Launching the gr
graph
aph optimizer

✎

$ docker run --rm -e ATMSGS_BAG=/data/
processed_ BAG_NAME.BAG -e OUTPUT_DIR=/data -e ROS_MASTER_URI=http:// YOUR_IP :11311 --name graph_optimizer -v
PATH_TO_BAG_FOLDER :/data duckietown/post-processor:master19-amd64

The poses can then be visualized in Rviz as the optimization advance.
The trajectories will be stored in the folder PATH_TO_BAG_FOLDER .

3.6. Online Localization

✎
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Not
ote:
e: This is highly experimental, as up until now the processing power required to run localization online is really heavy. The goal of the current development is to make the process affordable for a single computer
Online localization is the idea of running an experiment and getting (with a reasonable delay) the localization and path of each duckiebot The processing bottle
neck is on the processing of the april tags from the watchtower images.
Normally, at this point, you should have a duckiebot-interface and a acquisition
bridge on each device (duckiebot and watchtower).
1) Online pr
processing
ocessing

✎

2) Localization

✎

Once the online processing is started (or even before), run:
$ docker run --rm -e OUTPUT_DIR=/data -e ROS_MASTER_URI=http:// YOUR_IP :11311 --name graph_optimizer -v
PATH_TO_RESULT_FOLDER :/data duckietown/post-processor:master19-amd64

The PATH_TO_RESULT_FOLDER folder is the one where the results will be saved in
yaml files at the end of the experiment, when you CTRL+C the above command

UNIT E-4

SOFTW
SOFTWARE
ARE - Localization softw
softwar
aree

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: The code for localization (in dt-env-developer)
Results: Better knowledge of the working of the current localization
pipeline
Next: Contribute to make it better

4.1. Goals and specif
specifications
ications of the localization syst
system
em

✎

For all Autobots in the Autolab:
• 10 Hz rate pose trajectory (position and orientation)
• 1 cm accuracy
• 5 degree accuracy (less important maybe)

4.2. Outline of the code structur
structuree

✎

Not
ote:
e: In all the following, an agent will refer indifferently to a Watchtower or
an Autobot.
The pipeline is roughly the following:
• Every agent has a camera flow of image that is either recorded to be used later or directly sent to a processor
• The processor (can be the agent itself or a central powerful computer) takes
each image and extract, for each found Apriltag, the relative pose between the
camera frame and the Apriltag frame, with the Apriltag ID and the time stamp
of the image. This result is a stamped Apriltag transform.
• This set of transforms is sent to a graph builder, that uses all those to create a
big graph in G2O, a graph optimization library.
• The graph builder does a lot of work (described below) to recreate and synchronize the time dependency of a moving Autobot (which, contrary to Watchtowers, cannot be represented as one vertex in the graph, but rather as successive vertices with unique time stamps).
• The graph is regularly optimized, and the trajectory of each Autobot is extracted.
The global frame is fixed thanks to the measured ground Apriltags, that are fed
into the graph at initialization, and set as fixed points of the graph.

4.3. Camer
Cameraa par
paramet
ameters
ers

✎

1) Aut
utobot
obot camer
cameraa par
paramet
ameters
ers

✎

The Autobots already use a camera feed that is medium quality on the normal
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pipeline. All we do here is use the same image stream. Todo: add actual quality
2) Wat
atcht
chtow
ower
er camer
cameraa par
paramet
ameters
ers

✎

For the Watchtowers it is a different story. As it is not used (yet) for anything
else, we decided for the below reason to use a better image resolution and a
higher shutter speed:
• The cameras are high, so the relative size of the Apriltags is small, so higher
resolution mean better detection of the Apriltags (especially on the edges of the
image)
• The Autobots are (mostly) always moving, and this created blur with the default shutter speed. With a higher shutter speed, we really decreased the blur,
and the resulting loss of light is barely noticeable.

4.4. Apriltag det
detection
ection

✎

From here, there are many different ways of doing things. The Apriltag detection is very computationally expensive, and different strategies can be used:
• Offline acquisition : each agent just records the images, then they are gathered and processed later, offline, without any time requirement. This is the easy,
but unsatisfactory way. This also means that the localization can only be used a
posteriori, so it can not be used for real time decision making.
• Online acquisition : the images are processed during the experiment, and the
graph and localization is done (with some delay) online. This is much harder to
do as processing images is costly. Two strategies can be used here:
◦ Each agent tries to do the processing directly onboard and just sends the
transforms to a central ROS master that will do the graph
◦ Each agent directly sends the images and the central ROS master does the
processing for every agent (implies having a good computer)
◦ A mix of the two is also possible (the Autobot send the images, the watchtowers process them for instance)
1) Offline acquisition of imag
images
es

✎

As explained in Unit E-3 - DEMO - Localization, the offline localization just
needs every agent to record in rosbags the image stream. Then, it is download
and feed to a Apriltag extractor node, that outputs all the transforms to a new
bag, that is then fed to the graph optimizer.
2) Online acquisition of imag
images
es

✎

To do online, there is a whole new thing to worry about: How to communicate
between different ROS masters.
Remember, each agent has its own ROS master, and they cannot communicate
with each other natively, even though they are on the same network.
The currently used solution is to:
• Create a new central ROS master
• On each agent, create a “bridge” node that communicates with the agent’s

SOFTWARE - LOCALIZATION
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ROS master and the central ROS master
• Through this bridge node, get all the images from the agents to the centra
ROS master
3) Apriltag eextr
xtraction
action

✎

No matter how (or on which device) we get the image, we need to process it to
get two things for each Apriltag in the image:
• its relative pose
• its unique Id

4.5. Gr
Graph
aph building and optimization

✎

4.6. Traject
ajectory
ory eextr
xtraction
action

✎
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PAR
ART
TF

Aut
utolab
olab oper
operation
ation manual

✎

Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps here
• Unit F-1 - DEMO - Autolab control and monitoring scripts: The set of scripts
that help control and monitor agents in the autolab. - TODO
• Unit F-2 - DEMO - Aido operations: The aido specific instructions. - TODO
• Unit F-3 - SOFTWARE - Autolab complete integration: The on-going efforts to
integrate and automate the autolab. - TODO

UNIT F-1

DEMO - A
Aut
utolab
olab contr
control
ol and monit
monitoring
oring scripts
Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps here

✎
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UNIT F-2

DEMO - Aido oper
operations
ations
Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps here

✎

UNIT F-3

SOFTW
SOFTWARE
ARE - A
Aut
utolab
olab complet
completee int
integr
egration
ation
Knowledge and activity graph
Requir
equires:
es: put requirements here
Results: put result here
Next: put next steps heres

✎

